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Eavesdropping, the interception of signals by unintended receivers, is an important
component of the ecology and evolution of communication systems. Plants and
microbes have complex communication systems with important consequences for
agriculture, human health, and ecosystem functioning. Eavesdropping, however, has
mostly been studied in animal systems. In this review, we argue that eavesdropping is an
important force shaping the ecology and evolution of communication in these non-animal
systems. To date, studying eavesdropping in plants and microbes has been limited by
the fact that signaler “intention” is often unclear: distinguishing signals that evolved to
convey information from unintended cues is particularly difficult in plants and microbes,
and the fitness consequences of signaling are rarely measured. We describe some of
the main examples of eavesdropping in plant and microbial communication and point
out other murkier cases were the molecular and physiological basis of communication
are well-understood, but the evolutionary implications have not been addressed. We
argue that these systems provide experimental tractability to test some of the predicted
ecological and evolutionary consequences of eavesdropping, and that the particularities
of these systems can lead to an increased understanding of eavesdropping, and its
importance in biological communication.
Keywords: eavesdropping, signal, cue, plant volatiles, quorum-sensing, cooperation, plant communication,
microbial communication

1. INTRODUCTION
Although the bright colors and conspicuous vocalizations of animal signals are most apparent to
human observers, communication is fundamental to plant, fungal, and even microbial biology. The
floral volatiles that plants produce to attract pollinators are one familiar example of communication
in a non-animal system. Although plants and microbes differ from animals in the main sensory
modalities they use to transmit and receive information, all signals are unified by a common theme:
they evolved to convey information to an intended receiver, and are associated with a fitness benefit
for the signaler (Laidre and Johnstone, 2013). And all signals, across the tree of life, are susceptible
to a common threat: interception by unintended receivers known as “eavesdroppers.”
The term “eavesdropping” evokes auditory communication, but eavesdroppers can exploit any
sensory modality through which signals are conveyed. In addition to vocalizations, unintended
receivers intercept visual (Earley and Dugatkin, 2002), olfactory (Nieh et al., 2004), vibrational
(Laumann et al., 2007), electric (Stoddard, 1999), and chemical (Hsueh et al., 2013) signals. In
animal communication, the evolutionary and ecological significance of eavesdropping has long
been appreciated (Zuk and Kolluru, 1998; Searcy and Nowicki, 2005). By contrast, studies of
eavesdropping in non-animal systems are much rarer. As a result, animal communication has
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from the animal eavesdropping literature can help us distinguish
between signals and cues in plants and microbes.

disproportionately influenced our understanding of the
ecological and evolutionary significance of eavesdropping.
Moreover, our models of signal form and function in nonanimal systems often overlook eavesdropping as a crucial
evolutionary force.
Here, we argue that eavesdropping is a fundamental
force shaping the ecology and evolution of communication
in non-animal systems. We begin by reviewing evidence
for eavesdropping in non-animal systems, primarily focusing
on plants and microbes. We identify hypotheses in the
animal eavesdropping literature that have yet to be rigorously
evaluated in non-animal systems, and highlight how plants
and microbes are poised to advance our understanding of
eavesdropping. We conclude by outlining productive avenues for
future research.

2. HOW DO PLANTS AND MICROBES
COMMUNICATE?
Plants produce a wide array of visual, olfactory, and chemical
cues to communicate with animal and microbial mutualists,
as well as with each other (Table 1) (Heil and Karban, 2010;
Caruso and Parachnowitsch, 2016). Beyond the familiar bright
colors, sweet-smelling volatiles, and nectar rewards associated
with floral displays, plants also communicate via volatile organic
compounds (“VOCs”) released from leaves, stems, and roots
(Baldwin et al., 2006; Delory et al., 2016). These compounds
diffuse through the air, water, or soil, and elicit responses
from other plants, animals, and microbes (Baldwin et al., 2006;
Heil and Karban, 2010). In addition to floral displays, an area
in which plant communication is well-characterized is signal
exchange between plants and mutualistic soil microbes. The root
systems of nearly all land plants harbor mycorrhizal fungi that
help their host plant tolerate drought and absorb soil nutrients
(Bonfante and Genre, 2010). Legumes (plants in the family
Fabaceae) also partner with soil bacteria called rhizobia to acquire
nitrogen (Oldroyd, 2013). A crucial step in the formation of
both mutualisms is chemical signal exchange, which plant and
microbes use to locate and identify each other (Bonfante and
Genre, 2010; Friesen, 2012; Oldroyd, 2013). These chemical
conversations between plants and microbial mutualists occur
via diffusible signals, such as flavonoids and strigolactones, and
chemical gradients in the soil (Oldroyd, 2013).
Microbes also produce a wide array of secondary metabolites
and respond to a broad range of chemicals in their environment
and we are just starting to unravel the complex interactions
and communication networks within microbial communities
(Table 1) (e.g., Tan et al., 2014). Bacteria, for example, can
transfer information through recognition of surface molecules
(Blango and Mulvey, 2009), macromolecular contact-dependent
delivery systems that transport effectors across cells (Hayes
et al., 2010), small diffusible molecules and likely other physical
forms of communication like sound waves (Matsuhashi et al.,
1998), and electrical currents (Summers et al., 2010). The
mechanisms of communication of microbes have mostly been
described in bacteria; however, archaea, fungi, and protists
all have their particular mechanisms of communication. In
ascomycetes fungi, for example, complex chemical signaling is
necessary to coordinate the fusion of germinating asexual spores
in the formation and development of a fungal colony. This
signaling system involves cell-cell contact and the alternation of
signals and a coordinated rapid switch between two physiological
stages (associated with signaling and response; Fleissner et al.,
2009). And cell-cell signaling in social amoebas like Dictyostelium
discoideum controls developmental programs (e.g., Bonner,
1970; Harwood et al., 1992; Pitt et al., 1992), kin recognition
(Benabentos et al., 2009), multicellular aggregation (Tyson
and Murray, 1989), behavioral changes (Darcy and Fisher,

1.1. Eavesdroppers, Signals, and Cues
Eavesdropping implies a communication system with a signaler,
a signal, and one or more intended receivers. The raison
d’etre for a signal is information transfer (Figure 1A). Signals
have evolved to elicit a response in an intended receiver
(Maynard-Smith and Harper, 2004). Generally, the response
a signal elicits benefits both the signaler and the intended
receiver (Figure 1A). Eavesdropping does not necessarily have
an effect on the fitness of the signaler (Figure 1D) but often
it is costly (Figure 1E). Competitors, or even worse, predators
and parasites can gain information through eavesdropping that
results in damage to the signaler. Most eavesdropping literature—
including this review—focuses primarily on eavesdropping that
is costly for the signaler, like eavesdropping predators and
parasites, because it imposes conflicting selection on the signaler:
the signaler benefits from its signal reaching the intended
receiver, but pays a fitness cost when the signal is intercepted by
an eavesdropper.
Drawing from the animal communication literature, in this
review we will distinguish between signals and cues. We use “cue”
to refer to information produced inadvertently by a “signaler.”
Cues are any piece of information from the environment
that organisms use to change their physiology or behavior
(Laidre and Johnstone, 2013). Cues are distinct from signals
in that they did not evolve to convey information; instead,
cues are unintended byproducts of other organismal functions
(Figure 1B). Cues can convey a great deal of information about
the organism that produced them (its proximity, nutritional state,
sex, etc.), but communication is not their primary function.
Chemical cues, for example, tend to be metabolic byproducts of
other physiological processes that are passively emitted by the
signaler (Figure 1B).
While discriminating signals from cues is certainly
problematic in animals too, it can be especially difficult
when plants and microbes act as receivers because they often
respond to signals physiologically rather than behaviorally.
Moreover, in contrast to the animal visual and auditory signals
that we understand fairly well, the chemical signals that plants
and microbes use to communicate with each other can be tricky
to decode due to their high dimensionality (Raguso, 2008). Later
in this review, we will highlight how principles and predictions
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FIGURE 1 | Different kinds communication systems. A signal is produced by a signaler to obtain a response from a receiver (A). Both signaler and receiver benefit
from this interactions. Cues are unintended information that can be useful for the receiver (B). A signaler can also exploit sensory biases in the receiver to obtain a
benefit at the cost of this receiver (C). Eavesdroppers intercept a signal to obtain beneficial information for them (D,E) often at the cost of the signaler (E).

Using traps baited with individual components of the volatile
cocktail produced by Canada thistle flowers, Theis (2006)
demonstrated that some compounds attracted only pollinators,
others attracted only herbivores, and some attracted both.
Similarly, the dominant compound in the scent of flowers of
the Neotropical orchid Dichaea pendula attracted bee pollinators
and florivorous weevils (Nunes et al., 2016). These eavesdropping
herbivores are a major source of selection on floral signals
(Hanley et al., 2009; Kessler et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2015;
Santangelo et al., 2018). In a common garden, Santangelo et al.
(2018) demonstrated that herbivores imposed stronger selection
on inflorescence production and size than pollinators. A recent
meta-analysis of phenotypic selection analyses came to a similar
conclusion, finding that herbivore-mediated selection on floral
traits was stronger than pollinator-mediated selection in twothirds of cases (Johnson et al., 2015).

1990; Dormann and Weijer, 2001), and the establishment of
symbiosis (Shu et al., 2018).

3. EXAMPLES OF EAVESDROPPING IN
PLANTS AND MICROBES
3.1. Plant-Animal Interactions
In plants, eavesdropping is most thoroughly understood in
the context of plant-animal interactions mediated by floral
displays (Table 2) (Schaefer et al., 2004). In many ways,
flowers are analogous to the elaborate courtship displays that
form the foundation of the animal eavesdropping literature.
Flowers are visual (colorful) and chemical (scented) signals
plants use to attract the animal pollinators they need to
reproduce. The fitness benefit of floral signals for the plant,
as well as the identity of the intended receiver, are clear
and straightforward to measure. Species whose flowers share
similar suites of traits (e.g., color, smell, shape) tend to be
pollinated by the same animal taxa, a phenomenon known as
a “pollination syndrome” (Fenster et al., 2004). The receiver of
floral signals can often be identified based on these suites of
shared traits, as well as models of animal sensory ecology that
identify which species are capable of perceiving a given signal
(Raguso, 2008; Schiestl and Johnson, 2013).
Flowers attract eavesdropping herbivores that damage leaf
and stem tissue, rob pollen and nectar, and consume seeds.
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3.2. Plants as Eavesdroppers
Although controversial when first proposed, the idea that plants
can receive and react to information is now firmly established
(Heil and Karban, 2010; Kegge and Pierik, 2010; Karban et al.,
2014; Caruso and Parachnowitsch, 2016). For example, plants
respond to volatile compounds released by their herbivoredamaged neighbors by increasing their own herbivore resistance
(Arimura et al., 2000; Dolch and Tscharntke, 2000; Dicke et al.,
2003; Kegge and Pierik, 2010). Information is also transmitted
from plant to plant through networks of mycorrhizal fungi that
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TABLE 1 | Examples of signals and cues in microbes and plants.
Organism

Molecule or trait

Signal or
cue

Specificity

Costs

Microbe

Oligo- peptides

Likely signal

Specific (differen-tiates
between closely related
strains)

Costly. Used by Gram-positive bacteria for quorum-sensing. The cost of
synthesis of these peptides is relatively high even in the case of small
peptides. These short peptides are highly specific signals: they often start
as longer chains and have a series of post-translational modifications that
allow for high specificity (Lyon and Novick, 2004; Keller and Surette, 2006).

Microbe

N-acyl homoserine
lactone (AHL)
autoinducers

Signal or cue

Variable

Cost varies. Synthesized from common metabolites. Their costs vary
depending on the number of enzymatic steps required in their production
(Fuqua et al., 2001; Keller and Surette, 2006).

Microbe

LuxS/autoinducer-2
(AI-2)

Likely cue

Nonspecific

Not costly. AI2 is neither a very specific molecule, nor is it very costly (Keller
and Surette, 2006). Instead, this molecule is generated by the degradation
of a key metabolic compound (that is also involved in other forms of
communication; Vendeville et al., 2005). Current evidence seems more
consistent with AI2 acting as a cue of the presence and activity of other
microbes, rather than as a specific signal that can be eavesdropped (Diggle
et al., 2007).

Microbe

Nod factor

Signal

Specific (controls host
specificity)

Likely costly. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria known as rhizobia initiate mutualisms
with plants by producing lipo-chitooligosaccharide molecules called Nod
factors. These signals mediate host-symbiont recognition, and are required
for nodulation (Denarie and Debelle, 1996; Oldroyd, 2013).

Plant

Floral displays

Signal

Specific

Costly. The structure of the flower itself, as well as its coloration and
pollinator rewards like nectar are all highly costly and tend to target specific
pollinators (Pyke, 1991; Andersson, 2000; Fenster et al., 2004; Sletvold
et al., 2016).

Plant

Strigo-lactones

Signal and
cue

Variable

Strigolactone signaling is a key step in forming the mutualism between
plants and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, and is upregulated during the
establishment of symbiosis (Oldroyd, 2013; Waters et al., 2017). However, it
is also a plant hormone that regulates shoot and root growth (Waters et al.,
2017), so not all strigolactones exuded into the soil may be signals.

Plant

VOCs released in
response to
herbivores

Unknown

Variable

The volatile organic compounds (VOCs) plants release in response to
herbivore or pathogen damage are metabolically costly (Hoballah et al.,
2004).

nutrients by attaching itself to the shoots and leaves of other
plants. Runyon and colleagues found that dodder seedlings grow
toward the volatile cocktails of their host plants. Incredibly, this
response is host-specific: seedlings could distinguish between
preferred and non-preferred hosts on the basis of their
volatiles (Runyon et al., 2006). In at least one instance,
plant eavesdropping on belowground signals helps them avoid
parasitism. Many plants are attacked by parasitic nematodes that
inflict substantial damage by grazing on plant roots or invading
the root system to live as endoparasites. A recent study found that
nematode pheromones called ascarosides, intraspecific signals
regulating nematode social behavior and development, trigger
defensive responses in plants (Table 2) (Manosalva et al., 2015).
Plants aren’t the only eavesdroppers exploiting these nematode
pheromones. Ascarosides also trigger nematophagous fungi,
predators of soil nematodes, to form the trapping structures they
use to ensnare their nematode prey (Hsueh et al., 2013).

TABLE 2 | Examples of signaler/receiver/eavesdropper relationships in plants and
microbes.
Signaler

Receiver

Eavesdropper

References

Orchid (Dichaea
pendula)

Bee pollinator

Flower-feeding
weevils

Nunes et al., 2016

Plant-parasitic
nematodes

Conspecific
nematodes

Host plant
(Arabidopsis)

Manosalva et al.,
2015

Plant-parasitic
nematodes

Conspecific
nematodes

Nematophagous
fungi

Hsueh et al., 2013

Mammal host cells Mammal host cells E. coli

Lopes and Sourjik,
2018

Gram-negative soil Gram-negative soil M. xanthus, a
bacteria
bacteria
predatory soil
bacterium

Lloyd and
Whitworth, 2017

connect their root systems (Dicke et al., 2003; Babikova et al.,
2013; Song et al., 2014).
Parasitic plants use plant-emitted volatiles to locate new hosts
(Runyon et al., 2006). Dodder (Cuscuta pentagona) is a obligately
parasitic plant that does not photosynthesize: instead, it obtains
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3.3. Quorum-Sensing in Bacteria
One of the most studied mechanisms of microbial
communication is quorum-sensing in bacteria (Table 1).
Quorum sensing refers to genetic regulation based on the
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E. coli and Salmonella respond to adrenaline and noradrenaline
activating genes involved in virulence and motility (Lyte, 1992;
Clarke et al., 2006). Similar eavesdropping mechanisms have
been identified in plant pathogens. Xanthomonas oryzae pv.
oryzae responds to the defense phytohormone salicylic acid
by activating its quorum-sensing controlled virulence. More
recently, Lopes and Sourjik (2018) showed that E. coli responds
through chemotaxis to a wide array of hormones, and that
the response (movement toward, or away from) is hormonespecific. The authors thus hypothesized that movement away
from these hormones might allow the bacteria to escape certain
host defenses (Table 2).

concentration of a signal called an autoinducer. Autoinducers
are produced in small concentration by the signaler bacterial
cell and only cause a response after they have reached a certain
threshold concentration (Miller and Bassler, 2001; Waters
and Bassler, 2005; Keller and Surette, 2006). This bacterial
response involves the production of more autoinducer, causing
a positive feedback loop (Figure 2). Quorum-sensing signals
are hypothesized to help microbes evaluate both the physical
(i.e., diffusion) and social (i.e., population density) properties
of the environment (Cornforth et al., 2014). Microbes can use
these concentration-based systems to evaluate p how fast an
extracellular compound will diffuse away (Redfield, 2002), and
to regulate metabolite production based on population density;
in other words, it allows bacteria to invest in a coordinated
response only once a threshold density has been reached (Miller
and Bassler, 2001; Waters and Bassler, 2005; Keller and Surette,
2006; Hawver et al., 2016).
One of the clearest examples of eavesdropping in a microbial
system involves quorum sensing. Myxococcus xanthus, a soil
bacteria that feeds on other bacteria, eavesdrops on other
bacterial signals to find its prey. It actively chases its prey and
then is able to lyse and consume a wide range of bacterial
species (Morgan et al., 2010). Like many animal predators, M.
xanthus is able to eavesdrop on its prey signals and change its
behavior accordingly. In this case, M. xanthus is able to recognize
different quorum-sensing molecules (AHLs; Table 1) produced
by Gram-negative bacteria, and respond by increasing predation
activity (through increased motility, slower development of
spores, increased germination of spores, and overall increased
predation activity; Lloyd and Whitworth, 2017).
Eavesdropping on quorum sensing signals has been shown
(through experiments and models) to increase eavesdropper
fitness in soil bacteria, a hallmark of true eavesdropping
(Chandler et al., 2012). Finally, LuxR/LuxI pair of genes show
concordant patterns of evolution, suggesting co-evolution of
signal and receptor (Lerat and Moran, 2004). Many bacteria
have “solo” homologs of the LuxR-type protein (the response
regulator) (i.e., in excess of those of the LuxI-type protein
that functions as AHL synthase). Therefore, these bacteria can
potentially respond to an autoinducer signal of another strain,
but cannot produce their own, suggesting that eavesdropping
could be on the purposes of these “solo” LuxR homologues
(Case et al., 2008).

4. WHY STUDY EAVESDROPPING IN
NON-ANIMAL SYSTEMS?
Organisms constantly respond to information in their
environment, changing their growth, use of resources and
ecological interactions. Thus, information plays an important
role in ecological systems, mediating interactions, coexistence
and community assembly (Kerényi et al., 2013; Juhász et al.,
2017), and even affecting ecosystem functioning (Resco et al.,
2009). Given the keystone ecological roles occupied by microbes
and plants—both groups disproportionately influence nutrient
cycling and overall ecosystem functioning—it is important to
understand how they transmit and use information, and how
as well as their information use shapes the stability of those
systems. These communication networks pose a very interesting
system to evaluate the ecological and evolutionary consequences
of information transfer, signaling systems and eavesdropping.
Studying eavesdropping in non-animal systems has the
potential to advance biological information theory in several
ways. First, given the ecological and evolutionary significance of
eavesdropping in animal systems, incorporating eavesdropping
into plant and microbial biology is likely to yield new insights
about the forces that shape information transfer. Second,
expanding the study of eavesdropping beyond its traditional
purview of behavioral ecology has the potential to generate
new perspectives, and to test hypotheses that are difficult or
impossible to test in most animal systems. Below, we outline how
studies of eavesdropping could advance our understanding of
plant and microbial communication biology, and how plant and
microbial systems can be deployed to deepen our understanding
of the evolutionary and ecological significance of eavesdropping.

3.4. Host-Microbe Interactions
Bacteria are not the only ones that benefit from spying in
microbial communication. Hosts also gather and react to
crucial information about their biotic environment through
eavesdropping in microbial quorum-sensing. The model legume
Medicago truncatula modulates its gene expression in response
to quorum-sensing autoinducers of a mutualist (Sinorhizobium
meliloti) and a pathogen (P. aeruginosa) (Mathesius et al., 2003).
Information flows in the other direction as well. Pathogenic
microbes can eavesdrop on host signals to coordinate infection.
In plant roots, for example, oomycete parasites can more easily
find their host by eavesdropping on signals involved in attracting
rhizobial partners (Hosseini et al., 2014). Inside the human gut
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4.1. Lessons From Animal Eavesdroppers
for Plants and Microbes
What predictions and hypotheses from the animal eavesdropping
literature are poised to advance our understanding
communication biology in plants and microbes? With the
notable exception of flowers and floral signals, it is often hard
to distinguish between signals and cues in plants and microbes.
Second, little is known about the fitness consequences of
signaling in plants and microbes. With this in mind, we highlight
two lessons from the animal eavesdropping literature that could
significantly advance our understanding of the evolutionary
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FIGURE 2 | Quorum sensing is a system of communication that relies on the concentration of an autoinducer. In this system bacteria are constantly producing a small
amount of signal (autoinducers; red triangles). As bacteria reach a larger density the concentration of autoinducer increases until it crosses a threshold after which it
binds to the receptor and induces changes in expression. This changes often lead to an increase expression of autoinducer and thus act as positive feedbacks in high
concentration of signal.

evolutionary perspective, the distinction between signals and
cues is an important one, given that signals and cues are
governed by distinct selective pressures. By definition, signals
and cues are associated with different fitness consequences
for the signaler: while the receiver’s response to a signal
increases the signaler’s fitness, cues may be selectively neutral,
beneficial, or harmful for the individual that produced it (Laidre
and Johnstone, 2013). Therefore, eavesdroppers almost always
impose conflicting selection on signals, but not necessarily
on cues.
There are three key properties of signals that distinguish
them from cues. First, signals tend to be costly and specific,
while cues are often cheap and non-specific (Table 1) (Grafen,
1990; Endler, 1992; Johnstone, 1998; Searcy and Nowicki,
2005). For example, flowers attract specific pollinators, and
there is strong evidence that elements of floral displays are
costly to produce (Knauer and Schiestl, 2015). The same is

forces shaping plant and microbial communications systems:
(1) How to distinguish between signals and cues; and (2) Are a
eavesdroppers a major agent of selection shaping the evolution
of plant and microbial signals?

4.1.1. Distinguishing Between Signals and Cues
Distinguishing between signals and cues, as we noted earlier
in this review, is a key step in establishing signaler-receiver
relationships, and discriminating between intended receivers
and eavesdroppers. In both plant and microbial systems, it
remains challenging to establish that the compounds that elicit
responses from plants and microbes are true signals, rather
than cues. For example, while some volatile organic compounds
released by plant leaves in response to herbivores are probably
produced with the purpose of signaling—they are synthesized
de novo in response to damage—others are mere byproducts
of rupturing tissues and cells (Baldwin et al., 2002). From an
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non-animal systems. In animals, eavesdropping is a significant
evolutionary force (Burk, 1982, 1988; Zuk and Kolluru,
1998). Signals that are intercepted by eavesdroppers are
shaped evolutionary time by receiver-imposed selection favoring
conspicuousness and eavesdropper-imposed selection favoring
limited detectability (Zuk and Kolluru, 1998). The evolutionary
impact of eavesdroppers is most evident in animal sexual signals.
When eavesdropping predators are common, sexual signals tend
to be less conspicuous than in populations where predation is
rare (Endler, 1978). Over longer timescales, coevolutionary arms
races between signalers, receivers, and eavesdroppers have been
hypothesized to drive signal elaboration, facilitate speciation,
and favor the evolution of novel signals (West-Eberhard, 1983;
Zuk and Kolluru, 1998; Hoskin and Higgie, 2010). Finally,
eavesdroppers may contribute to the maintenance of variation in
signals by imposing fitness costs on the individuals that produce
the most attractive signals (Strauss and Irwin, 2004; Heath and
Stinchcombe, 2014; Wood et al., 2018). In the case of microbes,
facultative cheating (eavesdropping) has favored the coexistence
of multiple quorum sensing alleles in Bacillus subtilis, a classic
case of balancing selection (Pollak et al., 2016).
Do plant and microbial signals reflect an evolutionary
compromise between communicating with intended receivers
and avoiding eavesdropping antagonists, as is the case with
animal sexual signals (Zuk and Kolluru, 1998)? With the
exception of floral signals, this question is relatively unexplored.
Approaches that leverage the tools of evolutionary genomics
have the potential to shed light on these processes. For
example, a comparison of evolutionary rates of autoinducer
synthetases and receptors between allopatric and sympatric
bacteria could provide some insight into the importance of
eavesdropping for microbial competition. In plants, the role
of eavesdroppers in driving prezygotic reproductive isolation
merits further investigation. If neighboring plant populations
encounter different eavesdroppers that are attracted to different
characteristics of a signal, selection to evade detection by local
eavesdroppers could drive signal divergence, resulting in a
breakdown of communication between signaler-receiver pairs
from different populations.
Two plant signals where the evolutionary consequences of
eavesdropping deserve to be explored in more detail are the
root exudates plants use to communicate with mutualistic
microbes, and floral volatiles. Many signals that plants use
to communicate with microbial mutualists are also implicated
in pathogenesis (Oldroyd, 2013).Furthermore, the ability to
form mycorrhizal and rhizobial mutualisms is associated with
susceptibility to parasites (Miller, 1993; Wood et al., 2018),
consistent with the hypothesis that parasites rely on some of
the same signals as mutualists to locate plant hosts. Second, in
a recent review, Caruso and Parachnowitsch (2016) proposed a
new eavesdropper on floral volatiles: other plants. They suggested
that plants may eavesdrop on their neighbors’ volatiles, arguing
that eavesdropping on floral volatiles would be an effective way
for plants to gain information about mating opportunities in
their local neighborhood. Whether this eavesdropping occurs
and how it might shape the evolution of floral signals remains
to be tested.

true for some of the molecules bacteria employ for quorum
sensing (Table 1).
Second, relative to cues, signals are detectable. The reliability
and detectability of cues is highly variable. Detectability depends
on the state of the receiver (e.g., which receptors are being
expressed), its genotype and the environmental context. Selection
for signaling, by contrast, makes signals readily detectable by the
intended receiver and in the appropriate context (Endler, 1992).
As an example, it remains ambiguous whether the volatiles plants
release are true signals, or merely cues whose primary function is
something other than communication. Addressing this question
can be tricky because herbivore damage necessarily releases some
compounds as a direct result of wounding; many compounds
implicated in plant-plant communication are plant hormones
that play important roles in internal plant signaling as well (Heil
and Karban, 2010); and most laboratory-based experiments that
measure plant responses to volatiles use much higher volatile
concentrations than are ecologically realistic (Baldwin et al.,
2002). One possible way to resolve this question is to search for
volatiles that exhibit heightened detectability (e.g., released at
high initial concentrations or over especially long time periods)
(Baldwin et al., 2002, 2006; Caruso and Parachnowitsch, 2016).
Finally, signal production (and specifically, the response a
signal elicits in a receiver) increases signaler fitness. In plants
and microbes, while the fitness consequences for the receiver
are clear, the fitness consequences for the emitter are murkier
(Karban and Maron, 2002; Heil and Karban, 2010). In quorumsensing bacteria, it is not always clear who benefits from these
interactions and at what cost for the other players. In mammals,
for example, the immune system responds to P. aeruginosa
quorum-sensing signals, but increasing evidence suggests that
this response is not beneficial for the host and instead promotes
P. aeruginosa establishment (reviewed in Kariminik et al., 2017).
In leaf-epiphyte communities there are a number of strains that
produce the same AHL, influencing motility in Pseudomonas
syringae and therefore reducing its ability to colonize the host
(Dulla and Lindow, 2009). However, the fitness consequences
of this signaling system for the different players involved are
not clear, nor why cross-communication has been maintained in
different species that compete for some of the same resources.
Clever experimental manipulations have recently been
deployed to decode the fitness consequences of information
transfer in non-animal systems. Two powerful tools—available
in model systems amenable to genetic manipulation—are “mute”
organisms, which do not emit volatiles, and “deaf ” organisms
that lack the chemical receptors necessary to respond to them
(Pierik et al., 2003; Baldwin et al., 2006; Paschold et al., 2006;
Dicke and Baldwin, 2010). Comparing the fitnesses of mute and
wild-type individuals is one way to quantify the benefits and
costs of signaling for the signaler. An alternative approach is to
measure the fitness consequences of being paired with a deaf
partner that is unresponsive to a signaler’s signal.

4.1.2. Do Eavesdroppers Shape Signal Evolution in
Plants and Microbes?
The extent to which eavesdropping has shaped the evolution
of information transfer systems deserves more consideration in
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Often the literature in these communication systems comes from
physiological and molecular studies that are more interested
in the molecular mechanisms than in the ecological and
evolutionary consequences. This means, on the one hand, that
plant and microbial communication theory is lacking with
respect to our knowledge in animal systems. But, on the other
hand, it means that the mechanisms of signaling and perception
are often well described—the molecular tools to study these
systems and their consequences have already been developed.
This provides multiple advantages for using microbial and plant
systems to explore the ecological and evolutionary consequences
of eavesdropping from new perspectives.

Signal honesty is another foundational concept from the
animal literature that deserves more extensive exploration in
microbes and plants. Dishonest or manipulative signals are those
where the signaler obtains a benefit at a cost to the receiver
(Figure 1C). For example, flowers without pollinator rewards
might either mimic other high reward flowers or exploit the
sensory biases of the intended pollinators (e.g., Schiestl, 2004;
Peter and Johnson, 2008). Manipulative signals exploit sensory
biases to elicit a response in the intended receiver, usually at a
fitness cost for the receiver (Laidre and Johnstone, 2013). These
dishonest signals are a central component of plant reproductive
biology: many plants produce deceptive flowers that advertise but
do not offer a food reward; others mimic the smell of rotting flesh
to attach carrion-feeding insects (Raguso, 2008). It is important
to empirically determine whether a signal is dishonest. Some
apparently honest signals may in fact be manipulative, and signals
that appear to be dishonest may not be. For example, floral
nectar is often assumed to function as a pollinator attractant,
but its evolutionary ecology is surprisingly poorly understood
(Parachnowitsch et al., 2019). Pyke (2016) argues that floral
nectar should be considered a manipulative signal rather than
a pollinator attractant, because it influences pollinator behavior.
These studies illustrate that a detailed understanding of a signal’s
natural history—its ecology and function—is crucial.
Whether eavesdroppers intercept dishonest or manipulative
signals, and what the fitness consequences of interception are for
the signaler, receiver, and eavesdropper remain unknown. The
maintenance of honest signals has a deep history of study in
animal signals, and, generally speaking, the costs associated with
producing a signal that honestly reflects the signaler’s condition
are thought to prevent cheaters from “faking it” (Hamilton and
Zuk, 1982; Laidre and Johnstone, 2013). By imposing additional
costs on the signaler, eavesdroppers may play an important
role in enforcing signal honesty. However, signal honesty in
general, and the role of eavesdroppers in particular, have received
relatively little attention in non-animal systems (Knauer and
Schiestl, 2015). One intriguing reason that manipulative signals
deserve more attention in the context of eavesdropping is that
eavesdropping on deceptive signals is likely to be costly for
eavesdroppers, limiting the potential for eavesdroppers to exploit
the signal. Generally speaking, data on the costs of eavesdropping
are scarce in plants and microbes. One case in which costs
limit the potential for eavesdroppers to capitalize on signal
interception is found in a Pseudomonas example outlined earlier
in this review. Mutant cells that fail to produce a quorum
signal pay a high pleiotropic cost because the signal is required
to regulate internal metabolic processes as well (Dandekar
et al., 2012). Future studies should explore the generality of
this result: are pleiotropic costs of eavesdropping primarily a
characteristic in quorum-sensing bacteria, or does pleiotropy
constrain eavesdropping in other systems and circumstances?

4.2.1. Evolutionary Genetics of Eavesdropping
To date, work on the evolutionary implications of eavesdropping
has focused disproportionately on selection imposed by
eavesdroppers on signals and signalers. However, selection is
only one of two factors that influence evolutionary change
(Figure 3). In the classic framework of quantitative genetics,
trait evolution is determined by selection acting on the trait
and its genetic correlation with other traits (Figure 3) (Lande
and Arnold, 1983; Via and Lande, 1985; Brodie III et al., 1995).
A genetic correlation between two traits arises when the same
genes influence both traits, or when the genes influencing the
two traits are tightly linked to each other (Falconer and Mackay,
1996). Genetic correlations are evolutionarily important because
selection on a correlated trait causes indirect change in the focal
trait by targeting the same underlying genes.
Using this quantitative genetic framework, eavesdropping can
be incorporated into models of signal evolution by modeling
signal detectability by intended receivers and eavesdroppers as
two separate traits of the signaler that are genetically correlated
(Figure 3) (Via and Lande, 1985). For example, attractiveness
to pollinators and apparency to herbivores are both traits that
can be measured on a focal plant. If, pollinators and herbivores
home in on the same floral volatile, attractiveness to pollinators
is genetically correlated with apparency to herbivores, and
evolution of increased volatile production will attract more
herbivores alongside pollinators. However, if pollinators and
herbivores detect different volatiles, an evolutionary change
in the volatiles that attract pollinators will not increase the
plant’s apparency to eavesdropping herbivores. Modeling signal
detectability by receivers and eavesdroppers as traits of the
signaler means that this framework is generalizable and can be
applied to any signaler-receiver-eavesdropper triangle, regardless
of study system.
As long as eavesdroppers impose fitness costs on signalers,
a positive genetic correlation between signal detection by
receivers and eavesdroppers will constrain the evolution of
signal detectability, because any change in the signal that
increases detection by receivers will increase apparency to
eavesdroppers. When the two traits are uncorrelated, however,
selection is free to reshape signals by exaggerating the features
perceptible by eavesdroppers and minimizing those perceptible
by eavesdroppers. Understanding the genetic correlation between
detection by receivers and eavesdroppers is crucial to fully
incorporate eavesdropping into models of signal evolution. Yet
while we know a great deal about the fitness consequences of

4.2. Plants and Microbes Unlock New
Questions: Non-animal Models of
Eavesdropping and Communication
Theories of animal communication can help guide research in the
much less known world of plant and microbial communication.
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 3 | Signal evolution is governed by two elements: selection (the fitness consequences of signaling for the signaler) and genetic correlations (the relationship
between signal detectability by receivers and signal detectability by eavesdroppers). Selection (top) imposed by eavesdroppers can be quantified by measuring the
relationship between signaler fitness and signal detection by eavesdroppers. Genetic correlations (bottom) can be measured by treating signal detectability by
eavesdroppers and receivers (the blue and red components of the signal in this diagram) as two separate traits in the signaler (i.e., two separate properties of the
signal itself). When signal detection by eavesdroppers is positively correlated with detection by receivers, as illustrated in this example, eavesdroppers will influence
how signaler-receiver communication evolves.

In bacteria, for example, genetic manipulation could
illuminate the fitness costs and benefits of eavesdropping in the
context of cooperation and cheating within the same bacterial
species. These systems are susceptible to invasion by cheaters
that gain the benefits without paying the costs. This is analogous
to intraspecific eavesdroppers in animals, like satellite males,
that are able to obtain the overall benefits of other male calls
without paying for the costs of producing the signal (e.g.,
Olzer and Zuk, 2018). However, given the particular properties
of quorum-sensing, there can be different kinds of quorum
sensing cheaters. They could be (1) insensitive to the signal
and therefore not produce more signal and other public goods,
(2) use information from the signal without secreting public
goods (eavesdroppers), or (3) respond to the signal by producing
more signal stimulating the production of more public goods
by others (manipulation). The frequency and consequences of
these different kinds of cheaters have rarely been studied and
different mutations lead to different consequences and a diversity
of ecological and evolutionary dynamics that would be hard
to predict from communication theory alone. In Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, for example, it is common to find mutants that are

eavesdropping for signalers (Figure 3, top panel), few studies
have measured the genetic correlation between signal detection
by receivers and eavesdroppers (Figure 3, bottom panel), perhaps
because measuring genetic correlations requires breeding designs
and large sample sizes (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). By
leveraging the quantitative genetic approach described above
to model evolutionary change in multiple correlated traits,
we can fully incorporate eavesdroppers into our framework
of signal evolution, and advance our understanding of how
constraint imposed by eavesdroppers has shaped signals and
communications systems over evolutionary time.

4.2.2. Experimental Ecology and Evolution of Signals
Due to the molecular characterization of communication systems
in bacteria, and the ease with which their genomes can be
engineered, bacteria communication can be easily manipulated to
measure the fitness effects of different quorum-sensing mutations
in different ecological contexts (see, for example, Popat et al.,
2012. In plants, this kind of genetic engineering is restricted to a
few organisms (e.g., Pierik et al., 2003; Paschold et al., 2006), but
plant genetics are easy to manipulate through planned crosses.
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insensitive to quorum-sensing signals (e.g., Cabrol et al., 2003)
and these cheaters readily evolve in environments were cheating
is beneficial (Sandoz et al., 2007). In contrast, “eavesdropper”
mutants that cannot produce the autoinducer (even if they can
sense others responses) pay significant pleiotropic costs because
this autoinducer is necessary for regulation of other metabolic
processes (Dandekar et al., 2012).
Furthermore, the ease of manipulation in these systems can
allow us to investigate the ecological evolutionary consequences
of signals produced not by the signaler itself, but their associated
bacteria. In hyenas, for example, social odors that indicate species
identity, sex and reproductive state are produced by bacterial
fermentation in their odor glands (Theis et al., 2013). Similarly,
microbes from flowers can alter the volatile composition affecting
pollinator visitation (Herrera et al., 2013; Good et al., 2014;
Schaeffer et al., 2017). What are the consequences of these
signaling symbiotic associations? What are their evolutionary
consequences? Manipulating the association between microbes
and plants can be a fruitful strategy to evaluate the contributions
of the microbiome for fitness and how these associations might
affect evolution (Lau and Lennon, 2011, 2012).
Finally, using experimental evolution, it is possible to evaluate
the evolutionary consequences of eavesdropping in microbes
(and even in plants). In a recent example, Kimura et al.
(2016) conducted directed evolution to increase the receptor
sensitivity to a particular autoinducer. This study was motivated
by increasing our understanding of the receptor function and
activity, but similar methods can be used to understand the
fitness effects of increased sensitivity and specialization under
different ecological contexts (e.g., in the presence/absence of
eavesdroppers or in the presence of eavesdroppers with varying
degrees of fitness impacts on the signaler).

these systems have been focused on the immediate causes and
molecular mechanisms, while the evolutionary consequences are
often overlooked. It is often hard to determine the “intentions” of
a signaler (even worse if they are so unlike us). These organisms,
however, provide great systems to test theoretical predictions
and advance our understanding of biological communication.
Furthermore, plants and microbes play important roles in their
environments shaping the function of whole ecosystems. In
principle, we might expect eavesdropping to have large-scale
consequences that ramify up to the ecosystem scale. For example,
signal exploitation by eavesdroppers could influence community
composition and assembly although to our knowledge such
an effect has not yet been empirically demonstrated. Finally,
understanding the ecological and evolutionary consequences
of eavesdropping and communication in plants and microbes
can have important effects on agriculture and human health.
Intercepting quorum-sensing signals has been proposed as a
potential alternative to classic antibiotics (Roy et al., 2011)
but a better understanding of genetic correlations, costs, and
pleiotropic effects would give us a better idea of the potential for
these methods to work over time.

5. SUMMARY
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